
THE MARINE BIOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION
OF THE UNITED KINGDOM

THE ASSOCIATION was founded in 1884 to promote accurate researches leading to
the advancement of zoological and botanical science and to an increase in our
knowledge of the food, life, conditions and habits of British fishes. The work of the
Association is controlled by a Council elected annually by its subscribing members.

Professor T. H. Huxley took the chair at the initial meeting held in the rooms of
the Royal Society and was elected the first President. Among those present were
Sir John Lubbock (afterwards Lord Avcbury), Sir Joseph Hooker, Professor
H. N. Moseley, Mr G. J. Romanes,and Sir E. Ray Lankester who, after Professor
Huxley, was for many years president of the Association. It was decided that a
laboratory should be established at Plymouth, where a rich and varied fauna is to be
found.

The Plymouth Laboratory was opened in June 1888. The cost of the building and
its equipment was £12,000 and, since that date, a new library and further laboratory
accommodation have been added at an expenditure of over £23,000.

The Association is maintained by subscriptions and donations from private
members, scientific societies and public bodies, and from universities and other
educational institutions; a generous annual grant has been made by the Fishmongers'
Company since the Association began. Practical investigations upon matters con-
nected with sea-fishing are carried on under the direction of the Council, and from
the beginning a Government Grant in aid of the maintenance of the Laboratory has
been made; in recent years this grant has been greatly increased in view of the
assistance which the Association has been able to render in fishery problems and in
fundamental work on the environment of marine organisms. An account of the
Laboratory and the scope of the work undertaken there will be found in Vol. xv
(p. 735) and Vol. xxvn (p. 761) of this Journal.

The Laboratory is open throughout the year and its work is carried out under
the supervision of a Director and with a fully qualified research staff. The
names of the members of the staff will be found at the beginning of this number.
Accommodation is available for British and foreign scientific workers who wish to
carry out independent research in marine biology and physiology. Arrangements
are made for courses for advanced students to be held at Easter, and marine animals
and plants are supplied to educational institutions.

Work at sea is undertaken by two research vessels and by a motor boat, and these
also collect the specimens required in the Laboratory.

TERMS OF MEMBERSHIP
£ s. d.

Annual Members per annum 1 1 o
Life Members Composition fee 15 15 o
Founders 100 o o
Governors 500 0 o

Members of the Association have the following rights and privileges: they elect annually the
Officers and Council; they receive the Journal of the Association free by post; they are
admitted to view the Laboratory at Plymouth, and may introduce friends with them; they have
the first claim to rent a place in the Laboratory for research, with use of tanks, boats, etc.; they
have the privilege of occupying a table for one week in each year free of charge; and they have
access to the books in the Library at Plymouth.

All correspondence should be addressed to the Director, The Laboratory, Citadel Hill,
Plymouth.
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